
Discussion Questions
Week 3 - Evolutionary Approaches

Buss text

1. This reading was honestly kind of sad! It sets forth a vision of partner-seeking which seems driven mostly by 
women's need to attain a mate with a level of commitment and willingness to provide. Men then attempt to 
circumvent this in order to maximize sexual partners, or simply enter long-term relationships because that is 
what women want. Also it's definitely uncomfortable to have constructs which are incredibly important facets of 
the human experience (LOVE) broken down into component behaviors which share the purpose of conveying 
ability and dedication of men to provide resources to women.

DeBacker (2007)

2. While the method of this study might be as close as we can get to actual gossip research, does it have 
external validity? Potential mate gossip would often operate in a larger social scene context, so this information 
and the fact that it is not only involving others whom participants have never heard of, but also will never meet 
might mean that actual gossip is recalled in a different way—especially if it revolves around those already 
known to the receivers. How valid do we think it is/how could we make it more so?

3. What are some of the limitations posed by the limited number and diversity of the sample, especially the 
male sample? Also, could imagining the scenario instead of direct experience or listening to conversations 
have had an impact on the result?

Confer et al. (2010)

4. What are some of the limitations imposed on this study (a) in that it is a lab experiment, not a naturalistic 
experiment or a natural observation, and (b) because of relatively young age of the participants?

5. Let’s talk a little more about SOI-R. How is the construct measured? It is linked to short vs. long term 
strategies, so does it control the extent to which individuals use the different attraction techniques described in 
Buss? Would it usually be skewed towards a preference for short-term relationships in men?

6. The article talked about this a little bit at the end—could the proclivity of men searching out short term 
relationships to choose the body box change with age? How relevant are evolutionarily grounded mate-
choosing strategies to the elderly or people past middle age? If fertility and reproductive capacity are no longer 
in question what principles guide attraction and courtship strategies? (Or are fertility and reproductive capacity 
still relevant because they are so ingrained?)

Charlton (2014)

7. Interesting that increased musical aptitude could be a sign of advanced cognitive abilities--why would the 
more complex mosaics from the visual control study not also be a sign of this, and be subject to the same 
effect of being preferred during ovulation? 

8. Why would women prefer a composer of a more complex music only during conception-risk period as a 
short-term partner if it is a truly desirable characteristic? Why wouldn’t this be the case all the time? It seems 
like women should always prefer complex music composers (even in the situation of selecting long-term 
partners) because if it is a sign of advanced cognitive abilities, then it would increase the likelihood of a partner 
being able to provide resources long-term.
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